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• Computers are enormously powerful and flexible
• To leverage the full flexibility of computers,

we must write programs to specify algorithms
• Writing programs is difficult
• If we make programming easier, more users can make and improve their 

own software tools, unlocking more of the potential of computing and 
giving more freedom to human imagination
• How can we make it easier to learn programming

and easier to write programs?
• Strategy 1: develop AGI (通⽤⼈⼯智慧) and just tell the computer what 

we want it to do. No more need for humans to write programs.
• Strategy 2: Maybe programming would be easier if we have more visual 

ways of programming
• What are the limitations of visual programming,

and how can we get around these limits?



Example of visual programming:
Blockly



Example of visual programming:
Scratch  https://scratch.mit.edu/  What are the advantages of such visual 

programming?
• Visible affordances* mean the user can see 

what is available and use “recognition rather 
than recall” (Jakob Nielsen)

• Metaphor* of jigsaw puzzle (拼圖) pieces; 
constraints* in shapes indicate how to combine 
instructions

• These are good for beginner programmers

Disadvantages of this visual programming, 
compared to textual programming:
• An expert programmer can type faster than 

dragging puzzle pieces
• Puzzle pieces require more screen space

than text

* affordances, constraints, and metaphors are 
discussed in Donald Norman’s 1988 book “The 
Psychology of Everyday Things”



•Are these visual languages Turing-complete
(圖靈完備性)? Are they universal?
Can they describe any algorithm?
•Do these visual languages limit the 
expressiveness of the programmer?
•Can these visual languages be used for
“general purpose” programming?

These can be interpreted as 3 different questions.



1. Are these visual languages Turing-complete
(圖靈完備性)? Are they universal?
Can they describe any algorithm?
•Yes, if they support conditional branching 
(example: ‘while’ loops) and access to an 
arbitrary amount of memory at runtime
(example: arrays with variable length)



2. Do these visual languages limit the 
expressiveness of the programmer?
•The answer is not simply yes or no, instead it is a 
matter of degree.
•More expressiveness is allowed if the language 
allows for the definition of abstractions like 
subroutines (⼦程序), different data types, 
comments, and other syntactic conveniences.



3. Can these visual languages be used for
“general purpose” programming?
•Once the syntax is defined, it is easy, in principle, 
to add features to support the drawing of 
graphical output, reading of input events 
(mouse, keyboard), file i/o, network 
communication, etc.



•We propose the term GUI-complete
(图形用户界面完備性) for languages that allow 
any computable visual feedback to be displayed 
in response to any sequence of input events.  A 
language that is GUI-complete must be Turing-
complete and also support most of the features 
mentioned in the previous slides. It is a general-
purpose language that can be used for 
programming any GUI, visualization, game, etc.
•Languages like Blockly or Scratch can easily be 
made GUI-complete.



Another example of visual programming:
Bolt for Unity



Another example of visual programming:
Bolt for Unity

• This looks like a dataflow diagram with a tree structure.
• Is this language GUI-complete? Is it Turing-complete?







• It is not simply a a dataflow diagram.
• Yes, Bolt is Turing-complete.







Shorter edges, 
less crossing of 
edges

Fewer nodes, 
fewer edges,
no need to name 
temporary 
variables.

Notice: data is 
“one in, many out”,
but control is 
“many in, one out”

It is also possible to add 
comments and define 
subroutines.

This kind of language can 
be made GUI-complete.



The previous examples are
•often called “visual programming languages”
•mainly of interest for beginner programmers
• can easily be made GUI-complete

Next, we will see examples of more recent systems that
•Use a different approach to making programming 

more visual
• could be of interest even to expert programmers
•are not GUI-complete



Bret Victor (2013), “Drawing Dynamic Visualizations”, https://vimeo.com/66085662

https://vimeo.com/66085662


Bret Victor (2013), “Drawing Dynamic Visualizations”, https://vimeo.com/66085662

https://vimeo.com/66085662


Brian Hempel et al. (2019), “Sketch-n-Sketch”, https://youtu.be/i48KQqPwaAA

https://youtu.be/i48KQqPwaAA


Ravi Chugh (2016), “Sketch-n-Sketch”, https://youtu.be/YuGVC8VqXz0

https://youtu.be/YuGVC8VqXz0


Scratch  https://scratch.mit.edu/

https://scratch.mit.edu/


Scratch

Bret Victor’s 
Dynamic 

Visualizations

Sketch-n-sketch

• How can we compare 
these systems?

• Can any/all of these 
systems be used for 
general purpose 
programming?
If yes, how;
and if no, why?

confusion = opportunity!



Scratch

Bret Victor’s 
Dynamic 

Visualizations

Sketch-n-sketch



Scratch

Bret Victor’s 
Dynamic 

Visualizations

Sketch-n-sketch

Instructions
Content
e.g., scene,
document, 
output,
data, 
resources, 
assets



JavaScript + HTML :

C# + Unity :



Instructions Content Content
is static

Content can
be dynamic

Bidirectional 
updating

Turing-
complete GUI-complete

Scratch ✓ ✓ ✓
Bret Victor’s 

Dynamic 
Visualizations

✓ ✓
Sketch-n-

Sketch ✓ ✓ ✓
JavaScript
+ HTML ✓ ✓ ✓

C# + Unity ✓ ✓ ✓



D → C         D → I

D → C          T → I

Content Instructions

Content Instructions



D → C         D → I

D → C          T → I

Content InstructionsDirect manipulation

Content InstructionsDirect manipulation



D →  C         D → I

D →  C          T → I

Content InstructionsDirect manipulation

Content InstructionsDirect manipulation Textual input



D →  C      ← I    ← D

D →  C      ← I    ← T

Content InstructionsDirect manipulation

Content InstructionsDirect manipulation Textual input

Direct manipulation



D →  C      ← I    ← D

D →  C      ← I    ← T

Content InstructionsDirect manipulation

Content InstructionsDirect manipulation Textual input

Direct manipulation



D →  C      ← I    ← D

D →  C      ← I    ← T

Content InstructionsDirect manipulation

Content InstructionsDirect manipulation Textual input

Direct manipulation



D →  C      ←         I    ← D

D →  C      ←         I    ← T

Content InstructionsDirect manipulation

Content InstructionsDirect manipulation Textual input

Direct manipulation

→



D →  C      ←         I    ← D

D →  C      ↔ I    ← T

Content InstructionsDirect manipulation

Content InstructionsDirect manipulation Textual input

Direct manipulation



D →  C      ←         I    ← D

D →  C      ↔ I    ← T

Content InstructionsDirect manipulation

Content InstructionsDirect manipulation Textual input

Direct manipulation



User specifies both
content and instructions,
which affect each other.

Instructions affect content.

User specifies instructions
in some way.

User directly manipulates content,
which implies instructions, which 
also affect content when executed.

User directly
manipulates content.

User directly manipulates both 
content and instructions, which 
affect each other.

User directly manipulates
instructions that affect content.

User directly manipulates
instructions.

BVP (bidirectional visual programming)
D→C↔I←D

BP (bidirectional programming)
D→C↔I←✻

PBE (programming by example)
D→C↔I

COVP (content-oriented visual 
programming)
D→C←I←D

COP (content-oriented 
programming)
D→C←I←✻

CCT (content creation tools)
D→C

VP (visual programming)
I←D

GP (general programming)
I←✻

See our AVI 2020 paper for more details,
or my video on youtube https://youtu.be/LSNF-HB6lk0 



CCT (content creation tools)   D→C
Example: ASSIST (A Shrewd Sketch Interpretation and 
Simulation Tool)  [Christine Alvarado + Randall Davis, 2001]

https://youtu.be/NZNTgglPbUA

https://youtu.be/NZNTgglPbUA


CCT (content creation tools)   D→C
Example: Draco [Rubaiat Habib Kazi et al., 2014]

https://youtu.be/l84YK1_ytks

https://youtu.be/l84YK1_ytks


CCT (content creation tools)   D→C
Example: DataInk [Haijun Xia et al., 2018]

https://youtu.be/xlVZKGClcC0

https://youtu.be/xlVZKGClcC0


User specifies both
content and instructions,
which affect each other.

Instructions affect content.

User specifies instructions
in some way.

User directly manipulates content,
which implies instructions, which 
also affect content when executed.

User directly
manipulates content.

User directly manipulates both 
content and instructions, which 
affect each other.

User directly manipulates
instructions that affect content.

User directly manipulates
instructions.

BVP (bidirectional visual programming)
D→C↔I←D

BP (bidirectional programming)
D→C↔I←✻

PBE (programming by example)
D→C↔I

COVP (content-oriented visual 
programming)
D→C←I←D

COP (content-oriented 
programming)
D→C←I←✻

CCT (content creation tools)
D→C

VP (visual programming)
I←D

GP (general programming)
I←✻

See our AVI 2020 paper for more details,
or my video on youtube https://youtu.be/LSNF-HB6lk0 



PBE (programming by example)   D→C↔I
Example: Viscuit [Yasunori Harada + Richard Potter, 2003]

https://www.viscuit.com/asobikata/ ; https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCPjRhk0GIIxkovuZTob2xgA

https://www.viscuit.com/asobikata/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCPjRhk0GIIxkovuZTob2xgA


PBE (programming by example)   D→C↔I
Example: GOLD (Graphs and Output Laid-Out by 
Demonstration) [Brad Myers et al., 1994]

https://youtu.be/TDK5PI6WJtw

https://youtu.be/TDK5PI6WJtw


PBE (programming by example)   D→C↔I
Example: [Bahador Saket et al., 2016]

https://vimeo.com/228918233

https://vimeo.com/228918233


PBE (programming by example)   D→C↔I
Example: Lyra 2 [Jonathan Zong et al., 2020]

https://vimeo.com/453645616

https://vimeo.com/453645616


User specifies both
content and instructions,
which affect each other.

Instructions affect content.

User specifies instructions
in some way.

User directly manipulates content,
which implies instructions, which 
also affect content when executed.

User directly
manipulates content.

User directly manipulates both 
content and instructions, which 
affect each other.

User directly manipulates
instructions that affect content.

User directly manipulates
instructions.

BVP (bidirectional visual programming)
D→C↔I←D

BP (bidirectional programming)
D→C↔I←✻

PBE (programming by example)
D→C↔I

COVP (content-oriented visual 
programming)
D→C←I←D

COP (content-oriented 
programming)
D→C←I←✻

CCT (content creation tools)
D→C

VP (visual programming)
I←D

GP (general programming)
I←✻

See our AVI 2020 paper for more details,
or my video on youtube https://youtu.be/LSNF-HB6lk0 



Image from https://youtu.be/8eVXymBNDhc

COVP (content-oriented visual programming)   D→C←I←D
Example: Modbox, “a multiplayer game creation sandbox for 
Desktop+VR” available on Steam

https://youtu.be/8eVXymBNDhc


BP (bidirectional programming)   D→C↔I←✻
Example: Bret Victor (2013), https://vimeo.com/66085662

https://vimeo.com/66085662


BP (bidirectional programming)   D→C↔I←✻
Example: Sketch-n-Sketch [Brian Hempel et al., 2019]

https://youtu.be/YuGVC8VqXz0 , https://youtu.be/i48KQqPwaAA

https://youtu.be/YuGVC8VqXz0
https://youtu.be/i48KQqPwaAA


Images adapted from https://youtu.be/LgLASQ6JtnQ

BP (bidirectional programming)   D→C↔I←✻
Example: WindowBuilder for Eclipse,
a bidirectional Java GUI builder

https://youtu.be/LgLASQ6JtnQ


User specifies both
content and instructions,
which affect each other.

Instructions affect content.

User specifies instructions
in some way.

User directly manipulates content,
which implies instructions, which 
also affect content when executed.

User directly
manipulates content.

User directly manipulates both 
content and instructions, which 
affect each other.

User directly manipulates
instructions that affect content.

User directly manipulates
instructions.

BVP (bidirectional visual programming)
D→C↔I←D

BP (bidirectional programming)
D→C↔I←✻

PBE (programming by example)
D→C↔I

COVP (content-oriented visual 
programming)
D→C←I←D

COP (content-oriented 
programming)
D→C←I←✻

CCT (content creation tools)
D→C

VP (visual programming)
I←D

GP (general programming)
I←✻

See our AVI 2020 paper for more details,
or my video on youtube https://youtu.be/LSNF-HB6lk0 



BVP (bidirectional visual programming)   D→C↔I←D
Example: Leogo [Andy Cockburn + Andrew Bryant, 1997]

Quote from the article: "no 
single programming paradigm 
is ideal for all uses and users."

Another quote: "Leogo
supports full user-interface 
equal opportunity--the input 
actions in one programming 
paradigm cause corresponding 
outputs in the other two 
programming paradigms."



Direct manipulation of abstract data structures,
generating instructions: D→C→I
Example: [Amir Michail, 1996]



Direct manipulation of abstract data structures,
generating instructions: D→C→I
Example: ALVIS (ALgorithm VIsualization Storyboarder) 
[Christopher Hundhausen + Jonathan Brown, 2007]

https://youtu.be/_zihXBIjofs

https://youtu.be/_zihXBIjofs


Direct manipulation of abstract data structures,
generating instructions: D→C→I
Example: [Sean McDirmid, 2019]

https://youtu.be/O2-8uEEtvso

https://youtu.be/O2-8uEEtvso


Future Directions
1. Build systems that allow users to switch easily between a visual 
programming language (like Blockly) and textual input
2. Develop hybrids of visual programming and textual input



Future Directions
3. Develop a bidirectional programming system for finite state 
machines, e.g. using ideas from Steve Oney et al.’s InterState



Future Directions
4. Build IDEs that allow for multiple mappings between textual source 
code and different visual representations, with bidirectional mappings
4.1. Make it easy for programmers to define new mappings





Future Directions
5. Build a system that enables Turing-complete programming *entirely* 
via manipulation of content
5.1. Do this for pen input
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